Communication and Language:

Maths:

Physical Development:



Use weather sounds and music as a stimulus for
how they move e.g. fast flowing movements for
the wind, quick sharp steps for the rain



Build a weather station using various materials
and equipment






Time- seasons, months of the year
Measurement- record the rainfall
Data- produce a weather chart/graph

Sorting and matching – items related to
the different seasons





Talk about the different seasons and what happens in each



Talk about what you like to do during the different seasons

Discuss why it is important to have the different seasons

Discuss how it is across the world in regards to different seasons and
different types of weather

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development:

Literacy:
Reading:



Talk about how different seasons and
types of weather make us feel like



Read poems about the weather and
seasons



Look at how you can stay safe e.g. during
winter and summer seasons



Read different stories related to the
seasons



Take turns and share during outdoor
games



Read the temperature and rainfall on
weather equipment

Seasons and
weather

Writing:



Write a non-fiction book about the
seasons and the weather




Write a weather report




Write about your favourite season

Pick a weather scene or picture of a
season and write a caption underneath

ICT:
Computers:
 How to use a mouse and keyboard
 choose a program,
 using a drawing program



Watch videos of different weather
phenomena’s across the world



Look at the videos that show the
changes throughout the seasons



Create music to simulate different
types of weather
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Write a holiday postcard



Music:



Use body percussion to simulate
weather



Listen to songs related to the seasons
and weather e.g The four seasons



Learn songs about the seasons

RE:
Understanding the World:



Measure the temperature everyday over a period of
time





Keep a daily weather forecast
Talk about how the weather changes and why

Talk about the different environments across the world
and how the weather is influencing these areas



Talk about the seasons and what happens during each
season- discuss changes over time

Expressive Arts and Design:




Songs about the weather and the
seasons



Make up dances in relation the
weather and the seasons

Look at different places children have gone on holiday




Talk about how different things change throughout the
year e.g. shadows, water/ice






Role play area- weather station

make weather vanes and kites

Draw and paint different pictures in
relation to the seasons
Look at different pictures of seasons
created by famous artists




Prayers

RE UnitThis is the
world that
God made

